
Provide Students with Tasks That Require Them to
Examine Similarities and Differences (Marzano)

There are four basic types of tasks that focus on identifying similarities and differences:
comparing, classifying, creating metaphors, and creating analogies.

Comparing is the process of identifying similarities and differences among or

between things and ideas.

Sentence Stem Comparisons
____________________and____________________ are similar because they both
___________________________________________________________________.
___________________________________________________________________.
___________________________________________________________________.
________________________and_______________________ are different because
_______________is______________, but ______________is_________________.
_______________is______________, but ______________is_________________.
_______________is______________, but ______________is_________________.

Monarchy and dictatorship are similar because they both
 Are forms of government.
 Are governments with major power given to one person.
 Have examples from history in which the powerful person was a tyrant.
Monarchy and dictatorship are different because
 In a monarchy, the ruler is often in power because of heritage, but in a dictatorship, the ruler often comes to power

through force or coercion.
 In monarchies today, the rulers are often perceived to be loved by the people, but in dictatorships, the rulers are often

feared and hated by the people.
 A monarchy can coexist with a representative government, but a dictatorship often is a police state.
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Comparison Matrix
Monarchy Dictatorship Democracy

How the
leaders
come to
power

King or queen gains
throne out of heritage.
Sometimes a monarch
takes over country by
force. Often a leader
for life.

The dictator usually
takes power through
coercion or force. Often
is leader for life.

Leaders are elected by
the people, sometimes
influenced by others.
The leader doesn't have
total power. May be
voted out of office.

Similarities
&
Differences

The
reaction
from the
people

Throughout history are
examples of monarchs
loved by the people,
but some were hated
by certain persecuted
groups.

Often in history the
dictator is hated or
feared by most people.

People are often split
on their reactions but
accept the elected
leader, knowing they
can try to elect a new
one before too long.

Similarities
&
Differences

The role of
the people

People are generally
expected to obey the rule
of the monarch. Monarch
holds power and can
change laws. Can
become like dictators.

People must obey the
dictator. Often there are
serious consequences to
not being loyal.

Generally the people are
seen to have power
through their votes. If
they don't like what's
happening, they can elect
new leaders.

Similarities
&
Differences

Classifying is the process of grouping things that are alike into categories based on

their characteristics. In the simplest form, classifying tasks present students with predetermined
categories and require them to sort content into those categories.

For example, assume that an art teacher has provided critical-input experiences regarding the following
concepts and processes: overlapping, adding as it relates to sculpture, shading, clay, oil paint,
subtracting in sculpture, charcoal, varying size, use of pencil, varying color, perspective, glaze as a
medium, and stippling. At a more advanced level, students are provided with a list of elements and
asked to organize them into two or more categories of their own design.



Classification Chart
Art Materials Art Techniques Art Processes

Creating metaphors is the process of identifying a general or basic

pattern that connects information that is not related on the literal or surface level. For example, love is
a rose is a metaphoric statement.

Element 1 Common Abstract
Characteristics

Element 2

Frederick Douglass Helen Keller
Was a slave as a young boy. Had a rough beginning. Got sick as a baby, which left her

deaf and blind.
Learned to read and write anyway. Achieved goals even when difficult. Learned how to read Braille, write;

also went to college.
Wrote books and gave speeches
against slavery.

Worked to help other people who
suffered like him/her.

Through her speech tours and
writing, she inspired others to
overcome their disabilities.

Creating analogies is the process of identifying the relationship between

two sets of items. Typically an analogy has the form A is to B as C is to D. When analogies are
presented to students, it is common for the teacher to exclude one or two elements that students are
expected to fill in. The following are examples of analogy problems with one term missing:

Bone is to skeleton as word is to _______.
Inch is to foot as millimeter is to _______.
Martin Luther King Jr. is to civil rights as _______ is to women's rights.
Examples of analogy problems with two missing terms are
Harry Truman is to World War II as _________ is to _________.
Rhythm is to music as __________ is to ____________.
Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee is to Native Americans as _________ is to ________.


